What an MD needs to do..
Appoint someone Competent to
advise on Health & Safety

Write a suitable H&S Policy

…and how Just Health and Safety can help you…
Just Health and Safety can act as your legally-required ‘Competent Person’.
We can help you set up clear systems and procedures – linked to the hazards and risks in
your business – whilst avoiding unnecessary, clogging bureaucracy. This means that you
can get on with running your business knowing that H&S is being covered.
Compiling a H&S Policy is like putting a car through its MOT - it’s a document which shows
you’ve been through a process of examining your safety systems. Just like an MOT,
someone has to know what to do about any system faults found. By using a Chartered
H&S Practitioner you’ll be guaranteed that your Policy will be on firm legal standing – one
you can be proud of!

Prioritise the Organisation’s risks

The secret of coping with the myriad of different regulations is to prioritize.
Our method of carrying out ‘General Risk Assessments’ is proven in the field and is
aligned with the British Standard which means that you’ll have confidence in tackling the
priority issues whilst postponing those that can wait.

Train staff and consult with them
about H&S

Just Health and Safety can help you organize your H&S training system and carry out
general training/coaching for all levels of your staff. You also have a legal duty to consult
with your staff – engaging a H&S Consultancy is a great way of consulting whilst getting
expert advice thrown in at the same time.

Carry out Specific Risk
Assessments

We have tried-and-tested forms and will take you through the process of carrying out some
of the specific risk assessments you need (e.g. Fire, COSHH, Manual Handling, etc.) –
plus we can train your staff in carrying out risk assessments for the future so that you don’t
fall into the trap of producing meaningless paperwork.

Record and investigate accidents

Many companies neglect to report the accidents they should – this looks bad when you get
a ‘no-win/no-fee’ solicitor on your back and is an instant offence in the eyes of the
authorities. We have an easy accident recording system you can instantly adopt which
means that you’ll be compliant in this area.

Review H&S arrangements
periodically and modify as
necessary

The key to carrying out an effective Review is to use ‘fresh eyes’ – we’ll evaluate your
compliance with law, see how it translates into healthy and safe working practices, and
then help research and update your policy and procedures …thereby helping to keep your
H&S arrangements as fresh as a daisy

Contact us to find out how we can help you comply with your H&S obligations on: 01202 417 022 or email us at: info@justhealthandsafety.co.uk

